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The response of a traveling pulse to a local external stimulus is considered numerically for a modified threecomponent Oregonator, which is a model system for the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction. The
traveling pulse is traced and constantly stimulated, with the distance between the pulse and the stimulus being
kept constant. We are interested in the minimal strength of the spatially localized stimulus in order to eliminate the
pulse. The use of a stimulus of small width allows us to detect the point in the pulse most sensitive to the external
stimulus, referred to as the “Achilles’ heel” of the traveling pulse, at which minimal strength of stimulus causes a
collapse of the pulse. Our findings are demonstrated experimentally as well with the photosensitive BZ reaction.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.95.062209
I. INTRODUCTION

The traveling wave is one of the most ubiquitous patterns
observed in extended dissipative systems, including heart
tissues [1,2], nerve axons [3,4], retinas [5,6], social amoebae [7,8], gas discharge devices [9,10], and oxidization reactions on Pt surfaces [11]. Such wave patterns in different spatial
dimensions, i.e., traveling pulses in one spatial dimension,
concentric and spiral waves in two spatial dimensions, and
scroll waves in three spatial dimensions, have been analyzed
extensively for reaction-diffusion systems [12,13]. In order to
make the analysis tractable, the homogeneity of the system
is typically assumed. However, pattern formation in nature
proceeds in inherently heterogeneous environments. Over the
past few decades, therefore, a number of experiments have
been conducted to investigate the influence of spatiotemporal
heterogeneity on the dynamics of traveling patterns [14–25].
One experimental system suitable for examining the effect
of heterogeneity is the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction [26,27], in which light irradiation results in the
production of bromide, changing the reaction rate according
to the local intensity of the irradiation. This property allows
us to realize any type of heterogeneity or domain shape by
appropriately changing the intensity of light irradiation and
the form of the irradiated region. In fact, various types of
heterogeneity have been designed for the photosensitive BZ
media to investigate the dynamics of propagating waves under
the influence of heterogeneity, in which preservation [28],
splitting [29], initiation [30,31], propagation failure [32–34],
and wave emission [35] were observed. Analytical studies
were also performed simultaneously to clarify the underlying
mechanisms for the heterogeneity-induced spatiotemporal
behaviors [36–41].
On the other hand, the fact that heterogeneity induces
a variety of dynamics means that it can potentially be
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utilized for controlling patterns. In fact, the spontaneous and
flexible responses of traveling waves to external stimuli and
environmental changes were applied not only to controlling
the direction of chemical wave propagation [42–46] and
droplet motion [47], but also to the construction of chemical
information processing devices [48–50], to optimal path
finding [51], and to defibrillation in beating hearts [52,53].
External stimuli of lower energy and reduced cost would be
desirable for the control of patterns, particularly in application
to living systems. However, there is a considerable lack
of effort for seeking efficient and less destructive ways of
controlling patterns.
In our previous study [54], the response of a traveling pulse
to a stimulus localized in both space and time was investigated
experimentally and numerically for the photosensitive BZ
medium by irradiating the pulse locally for a certain period
of time. The experiments not only revealed the dependence
of the propagation velocity on the onset time of the light
irradiation, but also suggested the existence of a sensitive point
of the traveling pulse to the local stimulus. However, the most
vulnerable part of the pulse is not easily identifiable, since
the irradiated region was fixed in space while the pulse kept
moving. Furthermore, our previous study was only concerned
with a relatively low intensity regime to study the propagation
velocity [54].
In this paper, we study the behavior of a traveling pulse,
both numerically and experimentally, under a comoving local
stimulus that is strong enough to make the pulse disappear.
The region of the stimulus was moved along with the traveling
pulse such that the pulse is continuously exposed to the
stimulus at a fixed point. Our main objective here is twofold.
First, we examine whether an extremely narrow stimulus can
cause a collapse of the pulse. It is well known that the pulse
collapses under a strong irradiation for the experiment on the
photosensitive BZ reaction when the irradiated region is large
enough to cover the target pattern [32]. Instead, we employ a
local irradiation of small width and relatively high intensity to
examine whether the pulse collapses with a sufficiently small
irradiation width. Next, even for the same shape and size of
the stimulus, the strength of the stimulus required to make the
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pulse collapse would also differ according to the part of the
pulse being stimulated due to the extended spatial structure
of the traveling pulse. In particular, some part of the pulse
may be sensitive to the external stimulus, as suggested by our
previous results [54]. We call such a sensitive point of the
traveling pulse, if it exists, an “Achilles’ heel” throughout the
paper. If such a special point is identified, we may be able to
efficiently eliminate the traveling pulse by providing a local
stimulus to the special point.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the setting for our problem is introduced, along with the model
reaction-diffusion equations with modified three-component
Oregonator kinetics. In Sec. III, the behavior of the traveling
wave under the local irradiation is investigated numerically for
the model equations. In Sec. IV, experiments corresponding
to the numerical study are performed using a photosensitive
BZ medium. The location of an “Achilles’ heel” is further
discussed in Sec. V.
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II. MODEL SYSTEM

Several model systems have been proposed to describe
the pattern formation in photosensitive BZ reactions. One of
the most frequently utilized systems is a reaction-diffusion
system with its local dynamics governed by the modified
Oregonator. Throughout this paper, we employ the following
three-component reaction-diffusion system with Oregonator
kinetics that allows for photosensitivity [33,42,44,50,55]:
∂ 2u
1
∂u
= Du 2 + (u − u2 + qw − uw),
∂t
∂x
1
∂ 2v
∂v
= Dv 2 + u − v,
∂t
∂x
∂ 2w
1
∂w
= Dw 2 + (φ(x,t) − qw − uw + f v),
∂t
∂x
2

traveling
pulse
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FIG. 1. Schematic figures for our problem setting. (a) A stable
traveling pulse is stimulated for t  tirrad with a local light irradiation
that moves together with the pulse. (b) The irradiation function φ(x,t)
is changed so that the distance dev between the pulse front xfront and
the irradiation center xirrad is kept constant. Here, the pulse front and
the pulse back are defined as the intersections of the v component
v(x,t) of a traveling pulse solution with some fixed threshold vth . The
pulse width χ0 (t) is also defined as χ0 (t) = xfront (t) − xback (t). During
the irradiation, the width dirrad and the intensity irrad are fixed.

(1)

where u(x,t), v(x,t), and w(x,t) ( x ∈ R, t > 0 ) are dimensionless variables that correspond to the concentrations
of the activator HBrO2 , the oxidized catalyst Ru(bpy)3+
3 ,
and the inhibitor Br− , respectively. It can be noted that
light emission from the photosensitive catalyst Ru(bpy)3+
3
is usually measured in actual experiments. The effect of
light irradiation is reflected in the function φ(x,t) that takes
arbitrary forms depending on the situation of concern. As
we shall see in the next section, in the case of φ(x,t) ≡
φ0 , a stable traveling pulse solution is numerically found
for (1) when the parameters are chosen as 1 = 0.050 8, 2 =
0.000 168, q = 0.000 1, f = 2.5, Du = Dv = Dw = 1.0, and
φ0 = 0.000 5 [42,50,54]. Note that the kinetics is of excitable
type for the above parameter set. In this paper, we consider
the situation where a specific part of the traveling pulse is
continuously irradiated by moving a finite-width irradiation
region along with the pulse [Fig. 1(a)].

More specifically, the irradiation φ(x,t) is determined
according to the following procedure: In order to keep track of
the traveling pulse, its position should be defined. Therefore
we first take some small value vth as a threshold, which is
to be fixed throughout the irradiation. Here, we take it to
be 1/10 of the maximal value vmax of the variable v(x,t)
of the stable traveling pulse solution for φ(x,t) ≡ φ0 (i.e.,
vth = vmax / 10 ). Then the pulse front xfront (t), as well as the
pulse back xback (t), is defined as the intersection of v(x,t) with
the threshold vth (i.e., v [xfront (t),t ] = v [xback (t),t ] = vth ).
Note that the aforementioned definition of interfaces does not
work well for the two-component Oregonator system [32,35],
which is why we adopt the three-component system. Now that
the pulse front is defined, let us proceed to the form of the
irradiation φ(x,t). We apply a local irradiation of width dirrad
and intensity irrad centered at x = xirrad (t), which is switched
on at some time t = tirrad . Also, a parameter dev is defined
as the distance between the position of the pulse front and
the center of the irradiation [i.e., dev = xirrad (t) − xfront (t) ,
Fig. 1(b)]. Summarizing the above, the function φ(x,t) is
explicitly written as


φ
φ(x,t) = 0
φ0 + irrad H (dirrad /2 − |x − xirrad (t)|)
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FIG. 2. The profile of a stable rightward-traveling pulse solution observed numerically in (1) with (2) for (a) irrad = 0 and (b) irrad = 0.
The figures in the middle and on the right are magnifications of those on the left. The u, v, and w components are represented by the gray solid,
dot-dash, and black solid curves, respectively. (a) Before the irradiation, the maximal value vmax of the v component is about 0.127 4, such
that the threshold vth for determining the pulse front is fixed as vth = 0.012 74. The dashed vertical lines denote the position of the pulse front
xfront , defined as v[ xfront (t), t ] = vth . In the middle figure, the edge of the dent in the w component is indicated by the bold arrow. (b) Under
the irradiation, the size of the irradiated traveling pulse (ITP) becomes smaller than that from before the irradiation in (a). The parameters
for the irradiation in (2) are fixed as dirrad = 1.0, dev = 0.6, and irrad = 0.004 53. The irradiated part is indicated by the shaded regions. In
(a) and (b), the numerical simulation is performed for x ∈ [0,200) with the periodic boundary condition, and the other parameters are chosen
as 1 = 0.050 8, 2 = 0.000 168, q = 0.000 1, f = 2.5, Du = Dv = Dw = 1.0, and φ0 = 0.000 5.

where H (x) is the Heaviside function H (x) = 1 ( x 
0 ), 0 ( x < 0 ). The center of the irradiation xirrad (t) in (2) is
changed according to the aforementioned relation xirrad (t) =
xfront (t) + dev , with the distance dev being kept constant
throughout the irradiation. Note that the pulse front xfront (t)
can no longer be defined if the pulse solution collapses below
the threshold vth . In that case, the irradiation is stopped once
maxx∈R v(x,t)  vth .
The pulse width χ0 (t) = xfront (t) − xback (t) serves as a
criterion for the smallness of the irradiation width. In the next
section, we numerically solve (1) with (2) to investigate the
influence of the local comoving irradiation, whose width is
sufficiently small compared to the pulse width.

III. NUMERICAL DETECTION OF ACHILLES’ HEEL

In this section, we numerically investigate the behavior
of the stable traveling pulse in (1) under the local comoving
irradiation in (2). For the moment, the irradiation width dirrad
is fixed at some small value, and the intensity irrad and the
deviation dev of the irradiation from the pulse front are varied.
However, we also decrease the value of dirrad later to see the
dependence on the irradiation width.

A. Phase diagram for pulse dynamics

Before applying irradiation, we look at the case of no
irradiation irrad = 0 (i.e., φ(x,t) ≡ φ0 ). In this case, a stable
traveling pulse solution is numerically observed for (1) under
appropriate parameter values, as shown in Fig. 2(a). From the
figure, we soon notice that the w component takes large values
compared to the u and v components, which is presumably
due to the smallness of the parameter 2 . Furthermore, we also
see that each of the u and v components takes one maximum
and decays monotonically to the steady state, while the w
component does not decay monotonically but forms a dent
around the pulse front. From the profile of the v component,
the threshold vth and the pulse width χ0 for the v component
are determined as vth = 0.01274 and χ0 = 15.6, respectively.
Next, let us consider the case where the traveling pulse
is stimulated by the comoving local irradiation. As initial
conditions, we take the stable traveling pulse for φ(x,t) ≡ φ0
and apply the irradiation according to (2). Here, the irradiation
width is taken to be dirrad = 1.0, which is less than 7% of
the pulse width for the v component before the irradiation.
Once the irradiation is turned on, the traveling pulse begins to
shrink and slow down, since the positive value of φ(x,t) in (1)
leads to the increase in the inhibitor w. When the irradiation
strength irrad is not very large, the traveling pulse endures the
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FIG. 3. (a) The phase diagram for the pulse behavior obtained numerically for (1) with (2). The irradiation width is dirrad = 1.0. The horizontal
and vertical axes denote the deviation of the irradiation center from the pulse front dev, and the irradiation intensity irrad , respectively. A
stable traveling pulse is observed in the TP regime, while the traveling pulse eventually collapses for the parameters in the COL regime. (b)
(i) The existence of the irradiated traveling pulse solution (black solid) and the spatially uniform solution (gray solid) obtained by numerical
simulation
 for (1) with (2). The deviation dev is fixed at dev = 1.0, and the irradiation intensity irrad is varied. The vertical axis denotes the L2
L
norm
{u(x,t)2 + v(x,t)2 + w(x,t)2 } dx of a solution, where L = 200 is the system size for the numerical simulation. The stable irradiated
0
SN
, while the spatially uniform solution (BG) is observed stably for the range of
traveling pulse (ITP) solution branch terminates at irrad = irrad
irrad we are concerned with. (ii) The ITP solution obtained by numerical simulation for (1) with (2). The deviation dev is fixed at dev = 1.0,
and the irradiation intensity irrad is varied. (c) A saddle-node bifurcation curve (gray solid) obtained by changing the value of dev and plotting
SN
in (b-i). The black dashed curve, which almost coincides with the gray solid curve, represents the TP-COL phase
the saddle-node point irrad
SN
in (b-i), and hence the saddle-node bifurcation
boundary in (a) magnified around the local minimum. Note that the saddle-node point irrad
curve, was obtained by increasing the value of irrad and continuating the ITP solution, while the TP-COL boundary in (a) was obtained by
the direct numerical simulation for each dev and irrad , with the initial condition fixed as the traveling pulse before the irradiation shown in
Fig. 2(a). The parameters are the same as those in Fig. 2.

irradiation and asymptotes to another stable traveling pulse
solution which propagates with constant shape and velocity,
which differs from the original values [Fig. 2(b)]. The velocity
of the traveling pulse decreases monotonically with irrad
[Fig. 3(b-ii)]. The pulse shape shrinks as a whole compared to
that before the irradiation in (a), but the w component locally
takes a large value in the irradiated part. Hereafter, we call the
stable traveling pulse solution under the comoving irradiation
an irradiated traveling pulse (ITP). For a relatively large irrad ,
on the other hand, the pulse can no longer hold its shape and
eventually collapses to a spatially uniform solution. Thus, we
find that the pulse either travels on (TP) or collapses (COL)
in response to the irradiation, obtaining a phase diagram by
varying the two parameters dev and irrad [Fig. 3(a)]. We found,
however, that the value of irrad necessary for the pulse collapse
varies depending on dev, such that the phase boundary is
convex-downward. In particular, the phase boundary has a
local minimum, indicating a special point in the traveling
pulse at which it collapses with the lowest irradiation intensity.
Hereafter, such a point in the pulse corresponding to the local
minimum is called the Achilles’ heel of the traveling pulse.
The phase diagram also suggests a bifurcation involved in
the TP-COL transition as the parameters are varied, which is
explained as follows: When dev is fixed and irrad is increased
from below, it is found that an ITP solution ceases to exist at
SN
a value denoted by irrad
, indicating a saddle-node bifurcation
of the traveling pulse solution [Fig. 3(b-i)]. By plotting the
saddle-node point with the variation of dev, we obtain a
saddle-node bifurcation curve [Fig. 3(c)], which fits quite well
with the TP-COL phase boundary in Fig. 3(a). This finding
provides numerical evidence that the TP-COL transition is
caused by a saddle-node bifurcation of the ITP solution, at

least for the parameters near the local minimum of the phase
boundary. Also note that a stable spatially uniform solution
SN
. After the
coexists with the ITP solution for irrad  irrad
irradiation is switched on at t = tirrad , however, the initial stable
traveling pulse solution for irrad = 0 does not converge to the
uniform solution but rather to an ITP solution, as long as there
is a stable ITP solution.
B. Location of Achilles’ heel

In the previous section, we fixed the irradiation width dirrad
and found that there was a special point in the traveling pulse
solution where it collapsed with the lowest irradiation intensity.
In order to identify the Achilles’ heel of the traveling pulse
more precisely, the irradiation width should be as small as
possible.
Figure 4(a-i) shows the phase boundaries of the TP-COL
transition for the smaller widths of dirrad = 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25.
We realize that a higher intensity is needed for the collapse
of the traveling pulse as the width becomes smaller. However,
the values of dev for the local minima of the phase boundaries
remain approximately unchanged for different values of
dirrad , which seem to fall in the range of dev ∈ [0.3,0.4]
[Figs. 4(b-i) and 4(c-i)]. Considering that dev denotes the
distance between the pulse front and the center of the
irradiation, the aforementioned range of dev corresponds to
a part of the pulse profile in Fig. 2 near the edge of the dent
of the w component and a little ahead of the localized excited
region of the u and v components [Fig. 4(a-ii)].
Furthermore, if the product dirrad × irrad is used instead of
irrad , the lowest intensity for the collapse seems to converge to
a value of about 0.004 as the width is decreased [Figs. 4(b-ii)
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observations lead us to conjecture that, as dirrad → 0, the
values of dev and E for the local minimum converge to
dev ∗ ∈ [0.3,0.4] and E ∗ ∈ [0.003,0.004], respectively, which
correspond to the location and the minimal irradiation energy
for the collapse of the Achilles’ heel, respectively.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS
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As mentioned at the beginning of Sec. II, the Oregonator
was proposed as a model system for the chemical reaction
called the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [14]. We conducted
experiments using a photosensitive BZ medium [26,27] in
order to validate the numerical predictions.
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FIG. 4. (a) (i) The TP-COL phase boundaries obtained numerically for (1) with (2) for the three different irradiation widths of
dirrad = 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25, which are represented by the dashed,
dash-dot, and solid curves, respectively. (ii) A magnification of
the profile of the stable traveling pulse solution in Fig. 2.
The vertical shaded region denotes the range dev ∈ [0.3,0.4].
(b) (i) The magnified phase boundaries of Fig. 4(a-i) around the
local minima. (ii) The three phase boundaries in (i) plotted with
the vertical axis replaced by E = dirrad × irrad . (c) (i) The TP-COL
phase boundaries obtained numerically for (1) with (2) for the three
different irradiation widths of dirrad = 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05, which are
represented by the dashed, dash-dot, and solid curves, respectively.
(ii) The three phase boundaries in (i) plotted with the vertical axis
replaced by E = dirrad × irrad . The other parameters are the same as
those in Fig. 2.

and 4(c-ii)]. From (1) and (2), we see that the quantity E =
dirrad × irrad may be regarded as a kind of irradiation energy
pumped in per unit time to the w component, which suggests
that the lowest “energy” for the collapse of the traveling pulse
remains the same for sufficiently small irradiation widths. Also
note that the limit dirrad → 0 with E constant is equivalent
to considering a sequence of functions that converge to the
δ function. Together with the smallness of the irradiation
width dirrad in comparison to the pulse width, these numerical

Ru(bpy)3 Cl2 , which was used as a catalyst for the
photosensitive BZ reaction, was purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO). NaBrO3 and H2 SO4 were purchased
from Nacalai Tesque, Inc. (Kyoto, Japan), and KBr and
malonic acid CH2 (COOH)2 were purchased from Wako
Pure Chemicals (Osaka, Japan). The final concentrations
of the BZ medium were [NaBrO3 ] = 0.53 M, [H2 SO4 ] =
0.29 M, [CH2 (COOH)2 ] = 0.15 M, [KBr] = 0.01 M, and
[Ru(bpy)3 Cl2 ] = 1.7 mM. A cellulose nitrate membrane filter (Advantec, A100A025A, diameter of the membrane =
25 mm, thickness = 150 μm) with a pore size of 1 μm was
immersed in the BZ medium, as described in our previous
papers [28,31,42,54]. The experiments were performed in an
air-conditioned room at 300 ± 2 K.
The experimental setup for light irradiation of the BZ
medium, the monitoring system, and the image analysis was
similar to those in previous studies, as shown schematically
in Fig. 5 [28,31,42,54]. The high-pressure mercury bulb of a
liquid-crystal projector (Mitsubishi, LPV-XL8) was used as a
light source. The experimental field was composed of three
regions: the excitable region where a chemical wave could
propagate but could not be initiated without stimulation, the
outer inhibitory region where a chemical wave could neither
be generated nor propagate, and the oscillatory region as a
source to induce a chemical wave in the excitable region.
The light intensities for the excitable and inhibitory regions
were constant at 0 = 5.2 klx and out = 64.3 klx. A chemical
wave was generated at the edge of the oscillatory region with
a triangular shape and propagated towards the excitable region
with a rectangular shape. The half-width of the chemical wave,
which corresponded to the case of vth = vmax / 2 according
to the notation in Sec. II, was measured from the wave
profile to be χ0 = 0.46 mm. A light pulse was irradiated in a
rectangular area inside the excitable region. The width of pulse
irradiation was set to be dirrad = 0.45 mm. The light intensity
at the irradiated region was measured with a light intensity
meter (As-one, LX-100). The motion of a chemical wave was
detected by the system consisting of a digital video camera
(Sony, DCR-PC120) and a personal computer (Dell, Latitude
D531), and the light pulse was irradiated instantly according to
the position of the chemical wave detected. The spatial profile
of the light intensity was determined by changing the gray
level on the personal computer. This feedback system enabled
us to move the irradiation area together with a chemical
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B. Experimental results

Figure 6(a) shows the space-time diagrams for the propagation of a chemical wave obtained experimentally for
(i) dev = 0.59 mm and (ii) dev = 0.25 mm. dirrad and irrad
were 0.45 mm and 51.5 klx, respectively. The chemical wave
propagated with nearly the same speed as the irradiated area
and kept propagating for (i) [Fig. 6(a-i)], but the chemical wave
collapsed for (ii) [Fig. 6(a-ii)].
In the experiments, the collapse of a chemical wave was
observed under a local irradiation when the irradiation region
overlapped the wave, as shown by the shaded region in
Fig. 6(b), but it also collapsed when the irradiated region was
a little distance away from the wave.
V. DISCUSSION

Although the collapse of a chemical wave was also observed
in the experiments, a sensitive point was not seen as clearly
as in the numerical simulations. This is partly because the
irradiation width was almost as large as the wave.
On the other hand, numerical simulations with small
irradiation width clarified the detailed position of the sensitive
point in relation to the profile of the traveling pulse solution. As

0

dev

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of (a) the reaction medium (top
view) and (b) the experimental setup (side view).

wave, keeping the distance between the irradiation and the
chemical wave roughly constant. dirrad and irrad were changed
individually.

-0.5

0.5

1

[mm]

FIG. 6. (a) Experimental results for the propagation of a chemical
wave for different values of dev: (i) traveling pulse, irrad = 51.5 klx,
and dev = 0.59 mm; (ii) collapse, irrad = 51.5 klx and dev =
0.25 mm. The horizontal and vertical axes denote space and time,
respectively. The analyzed region was along the x axis, as defined
schematically in Fig. 5. (b) Experimental results for irrad depending
on dev for light pulse irradiation to a chemical wave. The collapse and
the traveling pulse are shown by filled and empty circles, respectively.
dirrad was fixed at 0.45 mm. The shaded region −0.69 < dev < 0.23
corresponds to the range in which the light pulse completely or
partly overlapped a chemical wave. An estimated boundary is also
superposed with the dashed curve to facilitate comparison with the
numerical counterpart in Fig. 3(a).

Fig. 2(a) shows, the traveling pulse solution has a characteristic
dent in the w component around the pulse front, while the u
and v components are localized around the bottom of the dent.
From (1), we see that the irradiation leads to a local increase in
the w component, which is directly reflected in the pulse profile
[Fig. 2(b)]. In practice, the three components monotonically
diminish in size after the irradiation is switched on, but the
w component is locally increased, forming a bulge around the
irradiated region. Upon collapse, the bulge grows further and
the width of the dent becomes smaller until the dent bottom
goes up, and the u and v components simultaneously decay to
the background solution. Thus, the manner of deformation
in the w component around the dent plays a key role in
understanding the collapse of the pulse as a whole. Taking
a closer look, we find that the profile of the w component
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FIG. 7. The profiles of irradiated traveling pulse solutions observed numerically for dirrad = 1.0 and (i) dev = 0.0, (ii) dev = 0.6, and
(iii) dev = 5.0. The parameters correspond to the three points in the TP regime labeled (i)–(iii) in the rightmost phase diagram, which is the
same one as in Fig. 3(a). The u, v, and w components are represented by gray solid, dot-dash, and black solid curves, respectively. The w
component of the profile is largely deformed for (ii) and (iii) around the irradiated part indicated by the shaded regions. The other parameters
are given in Fig. 2.

under the irradiation differs depending on the value of dev
(Fig. 7). When the pulse is irradiated near the Achilles’ heel,
the bulge is formed around the dent edge [Fig. 7(b-ii)]. The
bulge is also formed when the pulse is irradiated to the right of
the Achilles’ heel [Fig. 7(b-iii)]. In this case, the w component
is largest in the irradiated region and decreases as its distance
away from the irradiated region increases, owing to the local
reaction and diffusion. Therefore the value of w is smaller
around the dent edge compared to the bulge peak. In contrast,
the bulge is much less pronounced when the irradiation center
is to the left of the Achilles’ heel [Fig. 7(b-i)]. This observation
implies that irradiation around the Achilles’ heel induces the
w component to deform most around the dent, with the dent
becoming smaller; hence the pulse collapses with the least
irradiation intensity.
We also tried similar simulations for the two-component
reaction-diffusion system with modified Oregonator kinetics,
which is also utilized as a model system for the photosensitive
BZ reaction [32,35]. However, we confirmed that, unlike in
the case of the three-variable one, a strongly irradiated part
of the pulse collapsed to form a hump in the profile of the v
component, rendering the position of the pulse front undefined
and hence the location of the Achilles’ heel unidentified.
Therefore we may have to reconsider the definition of an
interface for such cases of hump formation.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we numerically studied the effect of a comoving local irradiation on a traveling pulse arising in the threecomponent reaction-diffusion system with modified Oregonator kinetics. From the numerical simulations, we found that
the traveling pulse collapsed under a local irradiation of sufficiently high intensity, and whether the traveling pulse survived
or collapsed depended on the part of the pulse irradiated. Qualitative features of the numerical results were also reproduced
experimentally using the photosensitive BZ reaction.
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